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It’s time to put God’s Word into action! These suggestions are ways to do just that—but feel free to set our 
ideas aside and do activities your family suggests. Your family members are a pretty creative bunch, you know!

•  Cut apart the prompts provided and put them into a fun container. Then, each day, pull out a prompt 
and do it together as a family. Or ask family members to each do the prompt on their own and report 
back how it went.

•  Use the questions as prompts for journaling during personal or family quiet time. How about taking a 
hike and letting everyone rest with pencil and paper?

• Have everyone pick one keyword action to do sometime during the week.

There’s no pressure to do every prompt we and your family suggest. Choose however many work for your 
family and have fun!

HUMBLE
•	 What does it look like to “HUMBLE yourself under God”?

•	 Tell a story about a time you saw someone be HUMBLE. Who was it and what happened? (And, yes,  
it’s okay if the story is about yourself.)

•	 Search the Bible for an example of someone who was HUMBLE and report back to your family. How  
did things work out for that person?

•	 Create a game where the most-HUMBLE person wins. Play the game with your family!
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HONOR
•  If you could be HONORED for being the world’s best at something, what something would you choose? 

Why that?

• What are ways you HONOR others? What’s a new way you could HONOR them? Practice it!

•  Write a cool poem to HONOR someone. Start with, “Roses are red, violets are blue, here’s the reason  
I HONOR you …”

• Create a funky trophy and use it to HONOR someone in your family.

GIVE
• What’s a worry you’d like to GIVE to God? Act it out and see if your family can guess.

• If you had a bazillion dollars, what’s a gift you’d GIVE to your whole family?

•  Hide small gifts where family members or friends can find them. GIVE searchers 5 minutes to  
locate the gifts.

WORRIES and CARES
• Quick question: Why can it be hard to give your WORRIES and CARES to God?

•  Build a wall out of sofa cushions and pillows, then knock it down. How does giving your WORRIES  
and CARES to God knock them down?

•  Instant Art: Use a piece of string or a shoelace to create a shape showing how you feel when you’re 
WORRIED. Then make a shape that shows how you feel when you know God is taking care of  
your WORRIES.

•  Decorate a box to tuck away slips of paper that have your WORRIES and CARES written on them.  
Ask God to take care of what’s in the box.


